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ABSTRACT. The category PPR..,c(A), whose objects are probabilistic pretopological spaces

which satisfy an axiom (A) and whose morphisms are continuous mappings, is introduced. Cate-

gories consisting of generalized metric spaces as objects and contraction mappings as morphisms

are embedded as full subcategories of PPRS(A). The embeddings yield a description of metric

spces and their most natural generalizations entirely in terms of convergence criteria.
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1 Introduction

The category pqs-MET, with extended pseudo-quasi-semi-metric spaces as objects and con-

traction mappings as morphisms, is the most general metric category we shall consider. An object

(X, d) in pqs-MET consists of a set X and a distance function d X x X -, [0, oo] which satisfies

the single axiom d(z,z) 0, for all z E X. By allowing d to assume the value oo, we obtain a

well-behaved category; i.e., the category pqs-MET is topological.

In this paper, we study pqs-MET as a full subcategory of PPRS, the category of probabilistic

pretopological spaces. The latter spaces were first introduced by G. Richardson and D. Kent [14]
as generalizations of probabilistic metric spaces (see [15], [16]). The existence of an isomorphism

between pqs-MET and a subcategory of PPRS follows from results established in [3] and [10].
Among other important full subcategories of PPRS are the categories PRTOP of pretopological

spaces and TOP of topological spaces, each of which is embedded in PPRS in an obvious way.

Our goal is to find simple axioms for objects in PPRS, based entirely on convergence crite-

ria, which characterize pq-MET (considered as a subcategory of PPRS) along with its most

important full subcategories: pq-MET, p-MET, and MET.
It follows from the results of [2] that there is a family of isomorphic embeddings of pqs-MET

into PPRS which depend on the choice of an order reversing homeomorphism S. However the

pqs-MET objects in PPRS are characterized by means of an axiom (A) which is independent

the t-norm derived from S. On the other hand, the axioms FT and RT which, along with (A),
characterize the subcategories pq-MET and p-MET infinity in PPRS do depend on T.
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It is interesting to observe that the notion of "t-norm," whose original purpose was to define

the "triangle inequality" for probabilistic metric spaces, also arises naturally when characterizing

those "metric objects in PPRS which depend on the triangle inequality, notably the pseudo-quasi

metric objects.

2 Convergence Spaces

Let X be a set, F(X) the set of all (proper) filters on X, U(X) the set of all ultrafilters filters

on X, and 2x the set of all subsets of X. For x E X, denote by the fixed ultrafilter generated by

Definition 2.1 A convergence structure q on a set X is a function q F(X) -, 2x satisfying:

(Cx) x e q(), for all x x;
(c,) y: _< 6 q(Y:)

_
q(g);

We interpret z q(.T) to mean "." q-converges to x." The idea of "convergence" may be more

intuitively conveyed by writing "" q-L z." If q is a convergence structure on X, then the pair

(X, q) is called a convergence space. A function f (X,q) -, (Y,p) between convergence spaces

is continuous if f(.’) y(x) whenever " q-L z. If p and q are convergence structures on X and

y (X,q) (X,p) is continuous, where f is the identity map on X, then we write p _< q (p is

coarser than q, or q is finer than p).
There is associated with each convergence space (X,q), a closure operator c/q and an interior

operator Iq. These are defined for each A 6 2x by the following:

c/qA {z X" :1 ." z such that A E ’};
IA {x A’. - z => A J}.
The q-closure nd q-interior can also be described using only ulttMilters in ne bove definitions.

If Y is a filter on X, rg, denotes the filter generated by {rg,F F e ’}. A convergence space

(X, q) is defined to be regular if " & z implies rgq & z.

For every z X, let

,() {V C_ X’ e

l](z) is called the q-neighorood fi/er a z. The q-neighborhood filter can also be described as the

intersection of all ulttfilters which q-converge to x.

We have three alditional convergence xioms to consider:

(c,) (n g) q(y) n q(6), fo y,g (x);
(c) Foh Y F(X), (Y) i e q(g), fo eyug > Y;
(C) (,()), fo e X.

Ao= i(C.) (piy, (C), (C)) i ii,

(respectively, pseudo-opology, propolog). Observe that pretopoloy =} pseudo-opoloy => limit
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structure = convergence structure. A set A C_ X is q-open if IqA A. A pretopology q is a topology

if every neighborhood filter Vq(Z) has a filter base consisting of sets which are q-open.

It is interesting that the convergence properties "regular" and topological" are in a very natural

sense dual to each other, since they can be characterized by means of dual axioms, which we call

F and R, d: to C.H. Cook and H.R. Fischer [3]. Let X and J be non-empty sets, Y E F(J), and

" J --} F(X). We define

FEEF

is Ued the ompression opera,or for rdtie o. Noe

for all y . J, then" . U(X). We can now define the axioms F ad R.

F Let J be a non-empty set, p J --, X, and let r- J F(X) have the property that

(y) p(y), for all y J. If F(J) is such that p(’) x, then rq x.

R Let J be a non-empty set, b J X, and let r- J ---, F(X) have the property that

cr() 2, p(y), for all J. If " E FCJ) is such that "A x, then (’) x.

The next proposition summarizes previously mentioned results pertaining to these axioms. The

first assertion is proved in [14], the second in [1] and [5].

Proposition 2.2 Let (X, q) be a convergence space.

(1) (X, q) is topological if and only if it satisfies F.

(2) (X, q) is regular if and only if it satisfies R.

Let and/ denote the axioms obtained when "F(X)" and "F(J)" are replaced by "U(X)" and

"U(J)" in F and R, respectively. Obviously, F . and R =/. Part (1) of the next proposition

is proved in [171. Part (2) is proved in [41

Proposition 2.3 Let (X, q) be a pseudotopological convergence space.

(1) (X,q) is topological if and only if it satisfies .
(2) (X, q) is regular if and only if it satisfies/.

3 The () Axiom for Convergence Spaces.

In this section, we introduce the convergence space axiom (), and give equivalent characteriza-

tions of " and/ for convergence spaces (X, q) which satisfy (). It should be mentioned that ($) is

a very strong axiom; the only TI space which satisfies () is the discrete topology. Some additional

terminology will be useful.

Definitions a.1 Let (X, q) be a convergence space, and let x, y, z X. (X, q) is said to be

symmetric, if x whenever -. y;

transitive, if z whenever A y and z;

skew transitive, if z whenever !) x and ) z.
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Our first proposition provides an equivalence for skew transitivity. The proof is easy.

Proposition 3.2 A convergence space (X, q) is skew transitive iff it is both transitive and sym-

metric.

For all/2 6- U(X), R z for all U 6- /, there exists y 6- U such that -L z.

In the next section, we will extend both (/) and the following results to the setting of proba-

bilistic convergence spaces.

Proposition 3.3 Let (X, q) be a convergence space which satisfies (//). Then (X, q) satisfies " iff

(X, q) is transitive.

Proof: Assume holds, let J X, and idx. Let z, y, z 6- X, such that -, y and z.

Define or: X --, U(X) as follows: r(w) tb for all w y, and (y) . Thus, sr() z.

To show the converse, let J, , , and - be as in the statement of ’, r(w) b(w) for all

w 6- J, and " -,q z for some z 6- X. Let D 6- ’. Recall that a filter base for sr- is given by

{U U" F 6- and

Thus, U U C_ D for some F 6- ’. By axiom (3), there exists a b 6- F such that (b) z. Since
yEF

or(b) q-, (b), (3) further implies that there exists a z 6- Ub C D such that -q (b). Hence, -L z

by transitivity. Since D was chosen arbitrarily, (/3) implies a" -,q z. |

Proposition 3.4 Let (X, q) be a convergence space which satisfies (). Then (X, q) satisfies iff

(X,q) is skew transitive.

Proof: Assume/ holds, let J X, and idx. Let z, , z 6- X, such that 1 -L z and z.

Define : X --, U(X) as follows: or(w) tb for all to x and r(x) ; hence, r() 1 z.

Therefore, p z.

For the converse, let J, , or, and " be as in , r(to) - b(to) for all 6- J, and " -, z.

Let F 6- " and let AF {z 6- X q (j), forsome j 6- F}. If X\AF 6. scr.’, then there exists

G 6- Y- such that .J U, C_ X\AF, where U 6- a(to). Let b 6- F O G. Since (b) q (b), there

exists a Zb 6- Ub C_ X\AF such that b q--’ (b), by axiom (/). But this implies zb 6- AF, which is

a contradiction; therefore, AF 6. scr.,’. Hence, there exists a y 6. AF such that I z, by (//); but
-,q (j) for some j 6- F, by definition of AF. It follows that iJ) z, by skew transitivity. Since

F was chosen arbitrarily, " z, by (//). |

Corollary 3.5 Let (X, q) be a convergence space which satisfies (3). Then (X, q) satisfies iff

(X, q) is transitive and symmetric.

Proof: Use Proposition 3.2. and Proposition 3.4. |
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4 Probabilistic Convergence Spaces

Probabilistic convergence spaces have evolved from the study of probabilistic metric spaces and their

generalizations (see [61, [7], [12], [15], [161). A filter-based theory for such spaces was introduced in

[14].
Let I denote the unit interval [0,1] in R.

Definition 3.1 A probabilistic convergence structure q on X is a function

q- F(X) x I 2x

satisfying:

(PCSS) For each/ E I, q(’,/) q,(’), where q E C(X);
(PCS2) If 0, q is the indiscrete topology;

(PCS3) If/_<uI, thenqu_q;

(PCS4) For each

The condition (PCS4) of Definition 3.1 is called left-continuity.

We will generally write q (q,), where p is assumed to range through I. If q is a probabilistic

convergence structure on X, then (X, q) is called a probabilistic convergence space. Essentially, a

probabilistic convergence space may be regarded as a family of convergence spaces {(X, qu) p /I}.
If a filter Y qu-converges to a point x, we say that "the probability that " q-converges to x is at least

p." So q gives a rule for determining the probability that any given filter on X converges to any given

point in X. The probability that a filter Y q-converge to z is defined to be A sup{p /I" 2. z}.
If (X, q) and (Y, p) are probabilistic convergence spaces and f X ---, Y is a mapping, then

y- (X, q) -, (Y, p) is said to be continuous if f" (X, q) (Y, pu) is continuous for all p E I. The

category with probabilistic convergence spaces as objects and continuous functions as morphisms is

denoted by PCS. If (X, q) IPCS[ and each qu is a limit structure (respectively, pseudotopology,

pretopology), then (X, q) is called a probabilistic limit space (respectively, probabilistic pseudotopo-

logical space, probabilistic pretopological space), and the corresponding full subcategory of PCS is

denoted by PLS (respectively, PPSS, PPRS). Note that PPRS C_ PPSS C_ PLS C_ PCS. A

probabilistic convergence space (X, q) is defined to be Tx (respectively, T2) if the convergence space

(X, ql) is Tx (respectively, Tz).
We next define "t-norm," a notion which is fundamental in the study of probabilistic metric

spaces and their generalizations. For further information about this topic, the reader is referred to

[161.

Definition 4.1 A t-norm is a binary operation T I -. I which is associative, commutative,

increasing in each variable, and satisfies: T(p, 1) p, for all p I.

A t-norm T is said to be left-continuous if T(z, y) sup{T(u, v)" 0 < u < z, 0 < v < y}, for all
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Let T be the set of all t-norms. A partial order on T is defined as follows:

T _< T’ iff T(/, v) _< T’(p, v) for all (p, u) 6 12.

The smallest t-norm, 7 is defined by

if v

(l, u) v, if 1
O, otherwise.

The largest t-norm is f, defined by

/’(/, u) min{, v}.

for all (/, v) 12.

Let (X, q) be a probabilistic convergence space, and T T. We define two axioms for (X, q)
relative to T which are derived in an obvious way from the axioms F and R of Section 2.

FT Let t, v I. Let J be any non-empty set, " J X and a" J F(X) be such that

a(y) 25 (y), for each y J. If " F(J) and "L x, then xa. q’) x.

RT," Let p,u I. Let J be any non-empty set, - J --, X and a- J F(X) be such that

or(y) 25 (y), for each y J. If " F(J) and xa" .L z, then " ’--’) z.

Definitions 4.2 Let T be a t-norm. If a probabilistic convergence space (X, q) satisfies Fr, it is

called T-topological. If (X, q) satisfies RT, it is called T-regular.

The proof of the following proposition appears in [2].

Proposition 4.3 Let T be a t-norm, and let (X, q) be a probabilistic convergence space. Then

(X, q) is T-regular iff, for all p, v I, " q" --. z.x implies dq"

Similarly, for any t-norm T, we may derive the axioms T and/r from the axioms and/,
respectively. The next proposition is proved in [4].

Proposition 4.4 Let (X, q) be a probabilistic pseudotopological space.

(1) (X, q) satisfies r iff (X, q) satisfies FT.
(2) (X, q) satisfies/T iff (X, q) is RT.

For a fixed t-norm T, the full subcategory of PCS whose objects are T-topological is denoted by

FTPCS. The categories RTPCS, TPCS, and TPCS are defined analogously.

We conclude this section with the following simple result.

Proposition 4.5 Let T be a t-norm, and let (X, q) be a T-regular probabilistic convergence space.

Then (X, q)is Ta iff (X, q)is T2.

Proof: Assume (X,q) is Ta. Then (X, qa) is TI, and by Proposition 4.3, Y h x implies
qr(a.l)

clqlY: -- Z. But T(1,1) 1, by Definition 4.1; hence, (X,q) is regular, and so (X,q) is

Thus, (X, q) is T.
The converse is clear. |
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5 The (A) Axiom for Probabilistic Convergence Spaces

We now extend the results of Section 3 to the setting of probabilistic convergence spaces.

Definitions 5.1 Let (X, q) be a probabilistic convergence space, let T be a t-norm and let z, y, z (/

X. (X, q) is said to be
q q

symmetric" if, for every p (/I, -- y implies ---, z;
q

T-transitive" if qT_;) z whenever - y and z;

skew T-transitive if qTf;) q
z whenever , z and z.

Proposition 5.2 A probabilistic convergence space (X, q) is skew T-transitive itf it is both T-
transitive and component-wise symmetric.

Proof: Let p G I, and assume (X, q) is skew T-transitive. Then i , z and i z implies
q’(1,) q

z, or more simply, z implies --, z. Hence, (X, q) is symmetric, and transitivity now

follows easily.

The converse is straightforward. |

The following axiom, denoted (A), extends the () axiom of Section 3 to the setting of proba-

bilistic convergence spaces. The (A) axiom will hold in those probabilistic convergence spaces which

have a natural correspondence with pseudo-quasi-semi metric spaces.

(A) For all L/ U(X) and u G I, /2 Y z ,== for all U G Z, and all p < v, there exists

a y U such that z.

Propositions 5.3 and 5.4 extend the results of Propositions 3.3 and 3.4, repectively.

Proposition 5.3 Let (X, q) be a probabilistic convergence space which satisfies (A). Then, for

any left-continuous t-norm T, (X, q) satisfies ’T iff (X, q) is T-transitive.

Proof: Assume ’T holds, let J X, and b idx. Let z, y, z G ), such that y and q-

Define - X U(X) follows" (w) for 1 w # y, d () . Thus, () ’’) z.

For the converse, let J, , , d be in the statement of , (w) (w) for w J,
and z for mine z X. 1 that a filterb for s is ven by

{ U U" F " and U o’(y)}.

Let e < T(p,v), and choose "r < P, 0 < u such that e < T("/,O) < T(p,v). Let D r’; thus,

U u c D for some F Y. Sin z by hypothis, there exists b e F su that b) "
F
by (A). Since (b) (b), (A) hrther impli that there ests z Us g D su that (b).
Hen, z by T-trsitivity,wimpli " z. Sin D d wenbitrly, (A)

q,)
impli z.
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Proposition 5.4 Let (X, q) be a probabilistic convergence space which satisfies (A). Then, for

any left-continuous t-norm T, (X, q) satisfies/T iff (X, q) is skew T-transitive.

Proof: Assume/T holds, let J X, and idx. Let z, y, z E X, such that z and
q
"--Zo

Define or" X --, U(X) as follows" or(w) for all w z and r(z) ; hence, cr() q

q2"(,)
Therefore, -- -, z.

For the converse, let J, , or, and . be as in/T, (w) - (to) for all to E J, and r." q
Z.

Let e < T(/,v), and choose 7 < P, 0 < v such that e < T(’y,0) < T(/, u). Let F " and let

AF {z X" (j), forsome j (/F}. If X\AF cr’, then there exists G E " such that

U u c_ X\AF, where or(w). Let b FG. Since r(b) b(b), there exists z Ub C_ X\AF
wG

such that q (b), by axiom (A). But this implies z AF, which is a contradiction; therefore,

AF . Since AF 2, there exists a y AF such that ?, z, by (A); but, also, , (j)
for some j F, by definition of AF. iJ) -’ z follows by skew T-transitivity, and thus, iJ) z.

Since F and e were chosen arbitrarily, " q--f;’) z, by (A). |

Corollary 5.5 Let (X, q) be a probabilistic convergence space which satisfies (A). Then, for any

left:continuous t-norm T, (X, q) satisfies/r iff (X, q) is symmetric and T-transitive.

Proof: Use Proposition 5.2 and Proposition 5.4

6 Generalized Metric Spaces as Probabilistic Convergence
Spaces

Definition 6.1 Let X be a set and let d X x X [0, oo], and consider the following "metric"

axioms:

(dl) d(z,z)= 0, for all z e X;
(d2) d(z, y) <_ d(z, z) + d(z, y) for all z, y, z in X;
(d3) d(z,y) d(y,z), for all z,y in X;
(d4) d(z, y) 0 implies z y.

(d2) is known as the triangle inequality, (d3) as symmetry, and (d4) as separation. If d is required

to satisfy (dl), (d2), and (d3) only (respectively (dl) and (d2) only, (dl) only), then d is known

as an eztended pseudo-metric (respectively, extended pseudo-quasi-metric, e.z’tended pseudo-quasi-

semi-metric). A pair (X, d), where d is an extended pseudo-quasi-semi-metric on X is called an

eztended pseudo-quasi-semi-metric space or, more briefly, eztended pq$-metric space. A mapping

f (X,d) -, (Y, d’) between extended pqs-metric spaces is called a contraction map if for all

z, y E X,

a(f(x), f(y)) < d(z, y).

The category consisting of extended pseudo-quasi-semi-metric spaces as objects and contraction

maps as morphisms will be denoted by pqs-MET. The other cases are defined analagously.
We now identify those probabilistic convergence spaces which correspond to generalized met-

ric spaces in pqs-MET, pq-MET, p-MET and MET. Let PPRS be the category of all
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probabilistic pretopological spaces. We denote by PPRS(A), the full subcategory of PPRS whose

objects satisfy the (A) axiom of Section 5. We introduce three additional full subcategories of PCS:

FTPPRS(A) The T-topological objects in PPRS(A);
RTPPRS(A) The T-regular objects in PPRS(A);
RPPRS(A)" The T2 objects in RTPPRS(A).

Proposition 6.2 Let T be a left-continuous t-norm, then the following hold:

(a) RTPPRS(A) C_ FTPPRS(A).
(b) .TPUS N PPRS(A) FrPPRS(A).
(c) hTPCS PPRS(A) RTPPRS(A).

Proof: To prove Part (a), apply Proposition 4.4, Proposition 5.3 and Corollary 5.5. For both

Part (b) and Part (c), Proposition 4.4 will suffice. |

Let I denote the unit interval [0,1], and let S I -, [0, oo] be an order reversing homeomorphism;

i.e., S is a homeomorphism, and S(p) > S(u) whenever p,u E I and p < u. The set of all such

order reversing homeomorphisms S is denoted by S.

We now construct an isomorphism, based on a given S E S, between pqs-METO* and PPRS(A).
Let S be in S. If (X, d) is in pqs-MET, let Cs(d) F(X) x I 2x be defined as follows: For

each " 6- F(X) and p 6_ I, Os(d)(.T’, p) Cs(d),(.), where bs(d), F(X) 2x is defined by

z bs(d)(.’)iff inf sup d(z, y) _<
F"

Alternatively, Cs(d), can be described in an equivalent fashion by_
,s(_d), z iff inf supd(z,y) 5

FEP" ItEF

Proposition 6.a If (X,d)is in Ipqs-METl, then (X, qbs(d))is in IPPRS(A)I.

Proof: We first verify that, for all p 6_ I, Cs(d), is a pretopology. (i) If Y , then
/s(d),,

inf supd(z,y) d(z z) O. Hence, --, z for all U e I. (ii) If ." /s(_}, z, and g >_ , then
F6.T

inf supd(z,y) < inf supd(x,y) _< S(). Thus, g Cs{_,), z. (iii) Given z 6_ X, let { j 6_ J}
GEe EG F"F
be the set of all filters on X such that i z. Then, inf sup d(z, y) < S() for j e J.

t an bitrs element of be denoted J F, where h Fi is in . It follows that

) z, tabfishing that s(d)

is pretopolo. (PCS2): p 0, then i sup d(z, y) S(p) for 1 Y F(X) d
FF

z X; hen, Y z, for 1Y F(X) d1 z G X,d so % is the indiste topolo. (PCS3):
Let p , and Y z; then inf supd(z,y) S() S(p). Hence, Y z. (FCS4): To

FEYEF
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show dps(d) is left continuous, let - s(_d). x for all p < v. Then, inf sup d(x, y) < S(p) for all p < v
FE" IEF

().implies inf sup d(z, ) S(v), d thus, Y z.
F66F

It remns to show that s(d) satisfies (A). Let H be ultrlter on X d let v I.
Assume H #) z; then inf sup d(z, y) 5 S(v). Hen, if p < , there exists a V such that

Uu
sup d(z, ) S(), wch imp]is d(z, ) S() for ] e V. It follows that if U is y element
v

Cs(a).of, there exists a 6 U V, d hence a N 6 U, su that z.

Conveely, ]e be u]trlter on X d let v 6 I. Assume that for U d < v,

here ests a N 6 U su that 9 z. For each < v, put A {N 6 X @ Cs(a). z};then
x-A. U, d so A. e U forh < . It foUow, th inf s,p a(z, ) < i s.p a(z, ) < S().

UU <uA.

Let bs be defined for objects by 4s(X, d) (X, 4s(d)) and for morphisms by 4s(f) f.

Proposition 6.4 bs pqs-MET PPRS(A) is a functor.

Proof: Let (X,d) and (X’,d’) be objects in pCls-MET, f’(X,d) -, (X’,d’) a contraction

map and " E F(X). If p E I, and ." ,s(_d), x, then

inf sup d’(f(x), w) < inf supd’(f(x),f(v)) < inf supd(x,V) <
HE(’)EH FE:EF FE:EF

Hence, f(.T’) ,/,s(_d’), f(z), establishing that f’(X, 4,s(d)) (X’, 4s(d’)) is continuous. I

We next construct the inverse functor Cs" PPRS(A) -- pqs-MET0. If (X, q) is in IPPRS(A)I,
define l,s(X, q) (X, Cs(q)), where s(q) X x X [0, oo] is given by

s(q)(x, V) inf{S(v) ) !5 x}.

If f is a morphism in PPRS(A), define tl,s(f) f.

Proposition 6.5 If (X, q) 6- IPPRS(A)I, then (X, Csq) 6- Ipqs-METI.

Proof: It is sufficient to show that O’s(q) satisfies (dl) of Definition 6.1. Since z, for all

x 6. X, bs(q)(x,z) inf{S(v) - x} S(1) O, for all x 6- X. I

Proposition 6.6 l,s PPRS(A) pqs-MET is a functor.

Proof: Let (X, q) and (X’, q’) be objects in PPRS(A), f" (X, q) - (X’, q’) a continuous

function, and z, 6- X. Select 6- I such that bs(q)(z,) $(); then z, which implies

f(’y) - /(x), by continuity of f. Hence, ,s(q’)(f(x),f(y)) <_ S(lt) s(q)(z,y), and thus,

f" (X, bs(q)) -- (X’, t/,s(q’)) is a contraction map. I

Theorem 6.7 dps pqs-METO* PPRS(A) is an isomorphism.
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Proof: It will be sumcient to show Cs o 4,s(X,d) (X,d) for each (X, d) 6. Xl-MET, and

s o s(X,q) (X,q) for (X,q) 6. PPRS(A). Let (X,d) be in lxls-MET aad ,
X. s(s(d))(z,) inf{S() *s(2)" z} inf{S(u) d(z,) S(u)} d(x,). Hen,

s o sCX, d) (X, d).
Now let (X,q) be in PP(), I d ultrlter on X. t ; then by

om (), for M1 # < d U H, there ests U such that . For eh
*" }. Then X-A, H, and so A, , for all # < . It# < , put A, { X"

follows that inf sup s(q)(x,) < inf sup s(q)(x,) < S(). Therefore, =(q))* , d thus
UEU <uEA

s(s(q)) q.

To tablish the reverse inequality, let (X, s(s(q))) be in PP(), E I d ultrl-

ter on x. Let ,s,, x; then mf sup s(q)(x, ) S(). Hen, f < , there exists V U
UEEU

u mt up s(q)(,) (), wm mp]i (q)(,y) () fo, ] v. o]ow
EV

if U iS y element of , there exists a y q U V su that h z. By iom (), it follows that

u , nequn]y, q ((q)). Hn, q o (q).

A useful class of continuous t-norms may be obtained via the next proposition. See Chapter 5

of [16] for additional information.

Proposition 6.8 Let 5’ be in S. Then the mapping Ts 12 -- I, defined by Ts(p,v) S-z(S(p)+

S(v)) is a continuous t-norm.

Any continuous t-norm T of the form T Ts for some S 6. S is called the strict t-norm derived

fro,n S.

In the results that follow, let S be in S, and let T be the strict t-norm derived from S. Let s
be the restriction of s to pq-MET. We now show that s pq-MET "-’ FrPPRS(A) is an

isomorphism.

Proposition 6.9 If (X,d) 6. Iq-METI, then (X, #s(d)) is T-transitive.

Proof: Let x,y,z 6. X, -, y, and z. Then, d(z,y) <_ S(p), and d(y,z) <_ S(v). By

the triangle inequality, d(x,z) <_ S(p) + S(v) S(T(p,v)); hence, /S(_T.,.)X.
I

Corollary 6.10 If (X, d) 6. Ipq-METI, then (X, s(d)) 6. IFTPPRS(A)[.

Proof: (X, s(d)) 6. IPPRS(A)I, by Proposition 6.3, and (X, bs(d)) satisfies T by Proposition

5.3. Hence, (X, Cs(d)) 6. IFTPPRS(A)[, by Proposition 6.2(b). I

Proposition 6.11 If (X, q) 6. IFPPRS(A)I, then (X, Cs(q)) 6. IPq-METI

Proof: It is sufficient to show (X, Cs(q)) satisfies (d2) of Definition 6.1 (the triangle inequality).
q

Let z,y,z 6. X. Select p,v 6. I such that d(z,y) S(#), and d(y,z) S(v); thus, --, z and- y. It follows that } q--’) z, by Proposition 5.3, and therefore,

d(x,z) <_ S(T(p,v)) S(p) + S(v) d(x,y) + d(y,z).
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Combining the three previous results we obtain the next theorem.

Theorem 6.12 s "pq-MET -" FTPPRS(A) is an isomorphism.

Now let s be the restriction of bs to p-MET. Following a similar procedure, we show that

the mapping ks "p’MET -" RTPPRS(A) is an isomorphism.

Proposition 6.1a If (X, d) Ip-METI, then (X, Ca(d)) is symmetric.

Proof: Let x, y X, p I, such that

d(y,x) < S(p), which implies s(_d) x.

Then, using (d3) of Definition 6.1,

Corollary 6.14 If (X,d) Ip-MET[, then (X,s(d)) [RrPPRS(A)[.

Proof: (X, cks(d)) [PPRS(A)I, by Proposition 6.3. Furthermore, (X,ks(d))is T-transitive

by Proposition 6.9, and thus, (X, ks(d)) satisfies/r by Proposition 6.13 and Corollary 5.5. Hence,

(X, bs(d)) IRTPPRS(A)I by Proposition 6.2(c). I

Proposition 6.15 If (X, q) e IRTPPRS(A)[, then (X, Ps(q)) 6- Ip-METI.

Proof: We must prove that (X,,Psq) satisfies (d3) of Definition 6.1. (X, q) is symmetric by
q q

Corollary 5.5. It fonows that, for all x,y X, bs(q)(x,y) S(p) x y

s(q)(y,z) S(p). Hence, s(q)(y,z) s(q)(x,y), d by a simil ment, s(q)(y,z)

Os(q)(z, y). Thus, s(q)(y, z) s(q)(z, y). I

Theorem 6.16 s p-MET "-’ RTPPRS(A) is an isomorphism.

Recall that RTPPRS(A)* is the full subcategory of RTPCS(A) consisting of those objects

which satisfy the T2 property. Let s be the restriction of s to MET. .The next results show

that s MET --, RTPPRS(A)* is an isomorphism.

Proposition 6.17 If (X,d) [MET[, then (X, cks(d)) is T2.

Proof: Let x,y X, - Cs(--d)l y. Then, d(x,y) S(1) 0, which implies x y, by (d4) of

Definition 6.1. Thus, (X, bs(d)) is T1, and so (X, bs(d)) is T2 by Proposition 4.5. |

Corollary 6.18 If (X, d) IMET[, then (X,s(d)) [RTPPRS(A)’[.

Proposition 6.19 If (X, q) IRTPPRS(A)*I, then (X, s(q)) IMETI.

Proof: Let z, y X, bsq(x, y) 0. Then, 1) x, but, since (X, q) is T1, we must have

since (X, q) is T. Therefore, (X, Psq) satisfies (d4) of Definition 6.1.
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Theorem 6.20 If S E S and T the t-norm derived from S, then. MET _- RTPPRS(A)

is an isomorphism.

The following list summarizes the four main results of this section. The symbol "-" means "is

isomorphic to."

(1) pqs-MET - PPRS(A);

(2) pq-MET - F:rPPRS(A);

(3) p-MET RrPPRS(A);

(4) MET RTPPRS(A).
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